Motor control strategies in the bimanual stabilization of an unstable virtual tool.
Previous works have shown that, when dealing with instabilities in a bimanual manipulation paradigm, humans modulate the stiffness of the arms according to feedforward or feedback mechanisms as a function of the dynamics of the task. The aim of this work is to complement these results getting insights on how the CNS controls the muscles to achieve the stabilization goal in the two aforementioned control strategies. Surface EMG was recorded from 13 muscles of each arm and trunk while three expert subjects performed bimanual balancing of a virtual underactuated tool immersed in an unstable force-field. Results suggest the existence of an intermittent muscle ensemble recruitment that follows two distinct activation patterns, namely synchronous co-contractions and independent activations. The observed EMG patterns were independent of the motor control strategy applied in the task. These findings therefore suggest the existence of separate control strategies for the tool stabilization and the control of hand movements at the muscular level during a bimanual postural task.